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MONOPOLY Live Strategies. MONOPOLY Live by Evolution Gaming is a Live Casino Game Show

where the house edge varies between 3.77% and 8.70%, depending on which sections players place
their bets.The strategies for MONOPOLY Live outlined below are based on optimal RTP and

probabilities, where you place bets on how much risk you're willing to take versus reward. Table of
Contents: MONOPOLY Live Strategies. Low Risk : The "10-5-2-1 strategy." covering 88.88% of the

wheel Medium Risk : The "Chance strategy." covering 29.62% of the wheel High Risk : The ”Mr.
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Monopoly Strategy.” covering 7.40% of the wheel. Low Risk: 10-5-2-1 Strategy (88.88% wheel
coverage) The low-risk strategy covers 48 out of 54 available sections (numbered ones only) on the

wheel. The goal is to extend your bankroll's lifetime and familiarize yourself with the game. As tempting
as it may be to add betting units to other sections, don't - as it'll considerably increase the likelihood of

losing your stake. Stick to it, and the most probable outcome is smaller but more frequent wins over time.
How to make use of 10-5-2-1 strategy: Place two units (€2 total stake) on section 10 Place two units (€2
total stake) on section 5 Place two units (€2 total stake) on section 2 Place four units (€4 total stake) on
section 1. The Chance Strategy (30.76% wheel coverage) Take your chances and hope luck favors your
stakes placed, and if so happens, leave the game when breakeven or in profit. The chance strategy aims
to dip your toes in the water by opting for landing on chance in hopes of getting a random cash award or
a multiplier bonus for the next round. How to make use of the chance strategy: Place two units (€2 total

stake) on section 10 Place two units (€2 total stake) on section 5 Place two units (€2 total stake) on
Chance Place four units (€4 total stake) on 2 Rolls. The Mr. Monopoly Strategy (11.53% wheel coverage)
Nearly always guaranteed to bust your bankroll and leave your balance to hang in the land of zero's, the
Mr. Monopoly strategy isn't for the faint of heart. It's gambling, nothing more - where the best possible

scenario is being awarded Chance multipliers one or two times before landing on 2- or 4 Rolls which can
lead to huge payouts when the Rolls go your way. It's a favored strategy by casino streamers due to its

potential and entertainment value. It's often on autoplay in the background, while the streamers play
something else, only to be brought to the screen when checking the spin or landing a chance. How to

make use of the Mr. Monopoly strategy: Place whatever bet you want, on “2 Rolls” and “4 Rolls” Enable
autoplay, and select the amount of game rounds you’d like to play Confirm your bet and autoplay

settings, sit back and enjoy the game while crossing your fingers. THE RTP OF MONOPOLY LIVE. The
RTP of MONOPOLY live varies depending on what sections you place your bets on and if bonus games

are triggered. Given an infinite number of spins, the optimal RTP of MONOPOLY Live is 96.23%,
meaning that in the long run, the house will have a 3.77% edge over its' players. 
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